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Hard Disk Drive - 51 years old
     Modern computer has no existence without a hard disk spinning within it.

Some of the very early computers had no permanent storage
at all. To run a program one had  to enter the program
manually- a laborious process.  It was soon  realized that
some sort of permanent storage was essential if computers
were to become truly useful tools.
    The first storage medium used  was   paper tape or punch
cards into which holes were punched to represent 1s, and
read by a special reader. The next big development  was
the  magnetic tape which  is still used  in modern computers,
as a form of   secondary storage.
     The very first commercial hard disk was the IBM 305

RAMAC (Random Access Method of Accounting and Control), introduced on
September 13, 1956, with a storage capacity of  5 MB and  a data transfer rate of
8,800 bytes per second. It had 50 disks of  24" dia. with  areal density of about 2,000
bits per sq. inch; in comparison, Hitachi  claims to have achieved an areal density
of 345Gb   per square inch in its labs now. In 1956,   a  paper products manufacturer
took delivery of one of the first RAMACs and used it to track the company’s
payroll, billing and other accounting functions.
       Model 3340 disk drive with a capacity of 30 MB,  sealed internal environment
and   “air bearing” technology introduced by IBM in 1973  is commonly considered
to be the father of the modern hard disk. It had two separate spindles, one
permanent and the other removable, each with a capacity of 30 MB. For this
reason the disk was sometimes referred to as the “30-30”. This  was nicknamed
the “Winchester” disk drive, after the famous “30-30” Winchester rifle.
     This year’s Nobel Prize for physics was shared by Albert Fert (French) and
Peter Grünberg (German) for their discovery of the  new physical effect – Giant
Magnetoresistance or GMR, which  paved the way to miniaturize hard disks so
radically in recent years.(Report on Nobel Prizes 2007 elsewhere)
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Zheng Xiaou

‘I held a moment in my hand, brilliant as a star‘I held a moment in my hand, brilliant as a star‘I held a moment in my hand, brilliant as a star‘I held a moment in my hand, brilliant as a star‘I held a moment in my hand, brilliant as a star, fragile as, fragile as, fragile as, fragile as, fragile as
a flowera flowera flowera flowera flower, a tiny sliver of one hour, a tiny sliver of one hour, a tiny sliver of one hour, a tiny sliver of one hour, a tiny sliver of one hour.  I dripped it car.  I dripped it car.  I dripped it car.  I dripped it car.  I dripped it carelesslyelesslyelesslyelesslyelessly.....
Ah! I didnAh! I didnAh! I didnAh! I didnAh! I didn’t know’t know’t know’t know’t know, I held an opportunity, I held an opportunity, I held an opportunity, I held an opportunity, I held an opportunity’ - Hazel Lee’ - Hazel Lee’ - Hazel Lee’ - Hazel Lee’ - Hazel Lee

IBM, the all time computer giant ventured into a project for
democratization of computers with its PC in late 70s and looked outside
of IBM stable for an Operating System (OS), the software that would
control the overall operation of a computer system. The obvious choice
was CP/M of Digital Research (DR), a software company already in
OS development for microcomputers. The story goes that when IBM
officials went to meet the chief of DR at the appointed time he had
gone away for his flying practice. Annoyed, the IBM personnel
contacted Bill Gates of Microsoft, a very small software firm then.
Bill Gates was - and still is - very good at seizing the opportunities and
the rest is history - the making of the monolith Microsoft and going
into oblivion of DR.   According to any standards, probably, it was the
biggest miss in recent history!

Some of us may be nursing such wounds of missed opportunities
which came into our palm unaware - watching from sidelines as meek
observers of that chance being used for fortune building by someone
else.

But there is another side to this as well.  Some seemingly golden
opportunities that went past us, were not that golden, as proven over
time. However, these may be stray cases but most are of the golden
variety.

Here are some words of wisdom to inspire us and keep us ready
to sense and grab the chances coming in our way:

Seize the opportunity by the beard, for it is bald behind.  -
Bulgarian Proverb
Opportunities do not come with their values
stamped upon them. - Maltbie Babcock
Opportunity is missed by most people because
it is dressed in overalls and looks like work. -
Thomas Edison
Let us keep the hook always cast: the fishLet us keep the hook always cast: the fishLet us keep the hook always cast: the fishLet us keep the hook always cast: the fishLet us keep the hook always cast: the fish

may be there where we expect it the least, asmay be there where we expect it the least, asmay be there where we expect it the least, asmay be there where we expect it the least, asmay be there where we expect it the least, as
the adage goes.the adage goes.the adage goes.the adage goes.the adage goes.
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Ants
Masters of Crowd Management

World over, humans are deploying powerful computers, traffic
controllers, vehicle sensors, traffic policemen and what not, to manage
traffic jams and crowd congestion, with partial success.

But Australian researchers  Prof. Graham Currie and Asso.Prof.
Martin Burd, from Melbourne’s Monash University, are looking at

nature for better solutions and they have landed on  the masters of
crowd control: Ants.

Ants move faster in crowded situations because they work as a
team rather than taking an individual approach like we humans,
researchers have observed based on studies conducted  using
Argentine ants (Linepithema humile) to model the behaviour of
panicking crowds. The conclusions from their study are being employed
to develop better crowd control and traffic flow systems which may
be used in future town planning.

‘Slower is faster’  is a paradox of crowd behaviour. If the average
speed of each individual moving is slower, the whole crowd is
evacuated faster, and ants are actually doing this, Prof. Burd says.
In a panic situation, ants don’t behave the same way as humans. They
stay calm and are polite to each other. They are not trying to save
their own lives, but are behaving for the good of the group – A great
lesson yet to be learned by humans!

General
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Also, a  panicking crowd can be evacuated faster by placing certain
types of obstacles in its path, say a pillar in front of the doorway, which
will increase the evacuation speed,  according to the Australian
researchers.  Prof. Burd says panicking crowds can be made to move
more orderly through clever building design. Another suggestion is to
insert a divider rail down a corridor to create lanes that slow down
movement and make traffic flow more orderly.

While the study may potentially help evacuations during a terrorist
act, the real benefit of the research would be in more ordinary disasters
such as a fire. Prof. Currie says:  “Ants have been dealing with
congestion for millions of years. They  moved in an orderly fashion,
and never seemed to panic if there was danger or congestion. Humans
could learn from ants about how to deal with traffic congestion and
exiting large venues after concerts or sporting events. Ants will organise
their ‘freeways’ so that ants bearing loads are in the middle of the
freeway all going in one direction, and the ants that are unladen are
on both sides of the middle row. That way you have much faster
movement of everybody. In human crowds there is a tendency to follow
the individual in front of you and that creates lots of snakes within
crowds ... and that breaks down the crowd flow, making it move
slower.”

We have not really taken advantage of many more such lessons
that could be learned from the nature. Let us do it more intensely and
benefit from them, as they could be really earth-friendly ones.
[For details: www.abc.net, www.monash.edu.au]

    More and more music functions are going the computer way and it
is now the turn of the orchestra  to go ‘virtual’. A team of developers
from  Munich, Germany, has developed   a software that allows one to
conduct a virtual orchestra by waving a stick, just like a professional
conductor. The software detects the gestures in three dimensions and
transmits them from the sensor, using the Bluetooth  wireless
technology  to the computer that is ‘playing’ the virtual orchestral
instruments. The gestures will be correctly interpreted to tell  the
playback device to go faster or slower, as in a conventional orchestra.

Virtual Orchestra
Software to Conduct Music
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    Farmers depend mainly on their
capacity to guess, largely based on
external appearance, to judge the
quality of  fruits like mangoes  they
grow in bulk. Now a scanner using
near infra red spectroscopic
technique developed by Australian
researchers can help them to make
well informed decisions about the
time to pick the produce. The
scanner sends infra red rays of light
through the fruit to assess sugar

content or starch content and also protein.
     The tool is expected to enable the farmers to shed their guess
work at harvest time and base the grading of fruits on well-founded
knowledge about sugar content - High sweetness, medium sweetness
and low sweetness fruit.

  Quality Check of Fruits
Infra-red  Tool  To Help

         ‘In an economy that is built through innovation and
entrepreneurship, most of our young generation still look to
celebrities, such as entertainers and sports people, as their heroes.
Every single man-made product that we use was conceived and
created by an engineer. If we want our economy to thrive, we
need to give our new generation a new ‘role model’. Our aim
should be to treat budding engineers and innovators as our
celebrities.  We have to create an awareness in the community
so children can look up to these engineers as their role models
just so that they stay in a technical field when they grow up.
This is what India needs today to build a strong tomorrow’
 - Rajesh Nair, Chairman & CTO, Degree Controls, USA
    and Trivandrum

News Scan
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Plastic Blood
A Substitute for  Natural Blood

A form of blood that can be made in the laboratory in
dehydrated form,  light to carry,   not needing refrigerated environment
for storage  and can be kept for longer  periods – The wishlist of those
in blood handling business  will go endlessly.  But, it is no more a
mere wishlist  and  scientists from the University of Sheffield are
developing exactly the same thing - an artificial ‘plastic blood´, which
could act as a substitute for real blood in emergency situations.  Just
add water to the plastic blood with the consistency of honey and you
have a litre of O negative blood,  the universally transfusible version,
which could be easily transported to locations like war fields  or stored
for  future use.

Donated blood, while valuable, poses risks to the recipient,
including diseases such as hepatitis C or HHIV, the virus that causes
AIDS. Also it is difficult to find healthy donors. Further, donated
blood has a relatively short shelf-life of 35 days, after which it must be
thrown away. It also needs refrigeration, whereas the ‘plastic blood’,
a thick paste, can be stored in a blood bag for many more days and is
stable at room temperature. Since it is dissolved in water to make
blood at the user end at the time of use,  it is easier to transport than
liquid blood.

Finally, the scientists claim that  the artificial blood would
be cheap to produce. The potential of plastic blood to save lives is
tremendous as it can come handy in battle fields and accident spots.
Its large scale deployment after extensive field trials is eagerly awaited
by all.
[For details: www.shef.ac.uk, http://news.bbc.co.uk]

The road to success is lined with many
tempting parking spaces.
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Tech Brief

Wheel-chair Conrtol by Tongue
Boon for Disabled

Technology has always been lending help to physically
challenged persons by providing devices to tide over their limitations
and make their life better and comfortable. One such new device
developed by Prof. Ravi Vaidyanathan of  the University of
Southampton and  Prof. Lalit Gupta of  Southern Illinois University
enables quadriplegics or otherwise disabled patients to steer their
wheelchair by the tongue. The concept makes use of the recordable
signals generated by human body when we think or move. To be
more precise, a tiny microphone is placed in the ear, like an ear-plug,
to detect  ear-pressure changes based on the tongue   movement of a
person, to control a wheelchair or computer more easily.

When users move their tongue in certain ways, it creates a
corresponding pressure change in the ear. The microphone recognizes
this change and converts it into electrical signals, which are sent
wirelessly to a receiver on the wheelchair, directing its movements.

The researchers foresee other uses for this technology in many
more areas.  For example,  the device could keep a user’s hands free,
for possible applications   in fire fighting or military.

Good people are good because they’ve come to
wisdom through failure. We get very little wisdom
from success, you know.

-William Saroyan
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    Search for new energy sources is always going on and the researchers
are looking around their surroundings to identify new ways to generate
electricity.  According to some of them, the largest untapped source
of power is the movement of people, vehicles and animals  - under
the feet of the pedestrians,  beneath the tyres of the  car, or the
hooves of the cattle.
   In a new  project,  ‘Crowd Farm’,   two students,  James Graham
and Thaddeus Jusczyk  at MIT’s School of Architecture in US, are
attempting to capture the untamed energy of urban crowds and convert
it into a source of electric power.
  It consists of a series of connected floor blocks that depress very
slightly when people walk, run, or jump on them, causing the blocks
to move against one another. The design converts this ‘slippage’ into
power.  The energy yield is not very much according to the designers:
a single human step can power two 60W light bulbs for less than a
second. However, a large crowd, say, of 30,000 people moving to and
fro could create enough electricity to power larger electrical systems.
    In yet another project of similar nature, Gare Henderson, an
engineer in New York City,  sees lot of energy   beneath the feet of
people on roads, sidewalks and farms and also   under the tires of the
cars,  possibly enough to power “an entire city.”
   Henderson’s idea works like this: It is a fact that people, cars and
animals have weight.   When they move around, they move the
weight from one spot to another. He is trying to capture some of the
energy created when gravity pulls on those objects as they move; the
weightier the objects, the more energy there is, he says.  For
cars, he has  come up with a device called the ‘Traffic Tap’.   This  is
a fluid-filled sleeve that is fitted under the roadway. As a car passes
over the device, the vehicle’s weight forces the fluid in the sleeve
through an electric generator, which produces  electricity. The spring-
loaded sleeve then instantly refills to prepare for the next car. Thus
every time a wheel passes over the device, it generates.
[For details: www.mit.edu, www.gravitationalsystems.com]

 Electricity by Pedestrian & Vehicular Traffic

 New Energy Sources

Energy
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    This year eleven people and
an international organization
join the distinguished ranks of
Nobel Laureates now
numbering 797. Here
are the details:
 Medicine 2007 Medicine 2007 Medicine 2007 Medicine 2007 Medicine 2007
Prize shared (1/3
each) by:
Mario R. Capecchi,
University of Utah,
USA, Sir Martin J.
Evans, Cardiff  University, UK
and Oliver Smithies, University
of North Carolina, USA. 
“F“F“F“F“For their discoveries ofor their discoveries ofor their discoveries ofor their discoveries ofor their discoveries of
principles for introducingprinciples for introducingprinciples for introducingprinciples for introducingprinciples for introducing
specific gene modifications inspecific gene modifications inspecific gene modifications inspecific gene modifications inspecific gene modifications in
mice by the use of embryonicmice by the use of embryonicmice by the use of embryonicmice by the use of embryonicmice by the use of embryonic
stem cells”stem cells”stem cells”stem cells”stem cells”
ChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistryChemistry
Gerhard Ertl ,  Fritz-Haber-
Institut , Germany
“F“F“F“F“For his studies of chemicalor his studies of chemicalor his studies of chemicalor his studies of chemicalor his studies of chemical
processes on solid surfaces”processes on solid surfaces”processes on solid surfaces”processes on solid surfaces”processes on solid surfaces”
PhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysicsPhysics
Prize shared (1/2) by:
Albert Fert  of  Université Paris-
Sud; France  and
Peter Grünberg of Forschungsze-
ntrum Jülich ,  Germany
“F“F“F“F“For the discovery of Giantor the discovery of Giantor the discovery of Giantor the discovery of Giantor the discovery of Giant
Magneto-Resistance”Magneto-Resistance”Magneto-Resistance”Magneto-Resistance”Magneto-Resistance”
LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature
Doris Lessing, United Kingdom

Nobel Laureates 2007
General

“That epicist of the female“That epicist of the female“That epicist of the female“That epicist of the female“That epicist of the female
experience, who withexperience, who withexperience, who withexperience, who withexperience, who with
scepticism, fire and visionaryscepticism, fire and visionaryscepticism, fire and visionaryscepticism, fire and visionaryscepticism, fire and visionary

power has subjected apower has subjected apower has subjected apower has subjected apower has subjected a
divided civilisation todivided civilisation todivided civilisation todivided civilisation todivided civilisation to
scrutiny”scrutiny”scrutiny”scrutiny”scrutiny”
PPPPPeaceeaceeaceeaceeace
Prize shared (1/2) by:
Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change
(IPCC), Switzerland
(Headed by Dr. R K

Pachauri of India) and Albert
Arnold (Al) Gore Jr., USA
“F“F“F“F“For their efforts to build upor their efforts to build upor their efforts to build upor their efforts to build upor their efforts to build up
and disseminate greaterand disseminate greaterand disseminate greaterand disseminate greaterand disseminate greater
knowledge about man-madeknowledge about man-madeknowledge about man-madeknowledge about man-madeknowledge about man-made
climate change, and to lay theclimate change, and to lay theclimate change, and to lay theclimate change, and to lay theclimate change, and to lay the
foundations for the measuresfoundations for the measuresfoundations for the measuresfoundations for the measuresfoundations for the measures
that are needed to counteractthat are needed to counteractthat are needed to counteractthat are needed to counteractthat are needed to counteract
such change” such change” such change” such change” such change” 
EconomicsEconomicsEconomicsEconomicsEconomics
The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in
Economic Sciences in Memory of
Alfred Nobel 2007.
Prize shared (1/3) by:
Leonid Hurwicz, University of
Minnesota, USA, Eric S. Maskin,
Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, USA and Roger B.
Myerson, University of Chicago,
USA. 
“F“F“F“F“For having laid theor having laid theor having laid theor having laid theor having laid the
foundations of mechanismfoundations of mechanismfoundations of mechanismfoundations of mechanismfoundations of mechanism
design theory”design theory”design theory”design theory”design theory”
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Some Facts on Nobel Laureates
777 individuals and 20 organizations have been awarded the
Nobel Prize so far.  Some Laureates and organizations have
been awarded more than once.
34 Nobel Laureates have been women, and the remaining 743
were men. 
To date, the youngest Laureate is Lawrence Bragg of Victoria
University,  UK,  who was just 25 years old when he received
the Nobel Prize in Physics  with his father, Sir William Henry
Bragg William  of London University in 1915  for their services
in the analysis of crystal structure by means of X-rays.
The oldest Laureate to date is Leonid Hurwicz, 2007
Economics Laureate, who is 90 years old.
Linus Pauling is the only person to have been awarded two
unshared Nobel Prizes - the 1954 Nobel Prize in Chemistry
and the 1962 Nobel Peace Prize.
Adolf Hitler forbade three German Nobel Laureates, Richard
Kuhn, Adolf Butenandt and Gerhard Domagk, from accepting
the Nobel Prize. All of them could later receive the Nobel
Prize Diploma and Medal, but not the prize amount.
Boris Pasternak, the 1958 Nobel Laureate in Literature, initially
accepted the Prize but was later coerced by the authorities of
the Soviet Union, his native country, to decline the Prize. 

[For details: http://nobelprize.org/]

Choice is ours!
“A native American grandfather was talking to his grandson about
how he felt. He said, ‘I feel as if I have two wolves fighting in my
heart. One wolf is the vengeful, violent one, the other wolf is the
loving compassionate one’. The grandson asked him,

‘Which wolf will win the fight in your heart?’

The grandfather answered, ‘The one I feed”

Blackhawk
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A Traveler True

A traveler never forgets
The trees that gave him shade.
A traveler never forgets
The streams that quenched his
thirst.

The paths he trod
The winds he rode
The grass he slept
The rocks he leant.

To remember and to be grateful
Is the way of the traveler true.

And –
The trees and streams,
The paths and breeze
The grass and rocks-
They too, will remember him.

As he passes-
The trees, the streams
The paths, the wind
The grass, the rocks-
Will heave a sigh, happy-

As they wait
For you, my love.
So, heed my words-

To remember and to be grateful
Is the way of the traveler true.

- V. Balachandran,
Punjab National Bank

Magic Square Puzzle
November’07

Construct a magic square by
filling the blank cells with the
missing numbers in the sequence
1 to 16. The magic sum is 34,
which shouls be the sum of each
row, column and diagonal.

Solution of
Magic Square Puzzle

October’07

Book  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’Book  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’Book  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’Book  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’Book  titled ‘Magic with Numbers’
dealing with construction ofdealing with construction ofdealing with construction ofdealing with construction ofdealing with construction of
Magic Squares is available throughMagic Squares is available throughMagic Squares is available throughMagic Squares is available throughMagic Squares is available through
EKLEKLEKLEKLEKL
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    In the beginning, Philip
Rosedale created a virtual
heaven and a digital earth,
and then he said “let there
be Second Life.”
     Second Life, SL in short

,  is an Internet-based virtual world launched in 2003  by Philip
Rosedale, a 39 year old  entrepreneur through his Linden Research,
Inc, popularly known  as Linden Lab. In a very short period from late
2006 to early 2007, SL came to international attention  as a virtual
world that could live up to the real one in every respect.  Residents
are the users of Second Life, and their appearance is their ‘Avatar’ .
The basic avatar is human in shape,  of either sex, with a wide range
of physical attributes. Avatar  may be  customized to produce a wide
variety of humanoid or other forms and also can be made to resemble
the person whom they represent.
    A downloadable client program called the ‘Second Life Viewer’
enables its users, the ‘Residents’, to interact with each other through

Second Life
Exciting Online Virtual World

AdvanTech
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motional ‘Avatars’,  providing an advanced level of a social network
service. Residents can explore, meet other Residents, socialize,
participate in individual and group activities, create and trade items
(virtual property) and services from one another. SL has now grown to
the size of a virtual San Francisco, where Linden Lab is located, but
its geography and cultural life are very rich and varied.
    This  3-D virtual world is now expanding fast.  In all, more than 8.5
million accounts have been registered -  some  inactive, many
Residents with multiple accounts. As per some rough estimates,  more
than a hundred are earning a real-world, full-time living there, selling
things like virtual land, clothes, jewellery, weaponry and pets, or by
offering virtual services, including sex.
    In Second Life,  the residents themselves design and shape their
virtual environment and fill it with life. Even though SL is often
referred to as a game, it is not  that, really. It does not have points,
scores, winners or losers, levels, an end-strategy, or any of the  standard
characteristics of games.  In effect, it is a semi-structured virtual
environment where characters undertake activities for the purpose of
personal enjoyment.
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      In Second Life you can interact, communicate and even trade
with others – just like in real life. Nevertheless, what makes Second
Life truly unique is its sophisticated 3D representation of objects and
people, allowing users to indulge  themselves in  life-like activities.
There are cities, recreation centres, clubs, shops and countless of
entertainment and information options.
    The  3D modeling tool in SL  allows any Resident with the right
skills to build virtual buildings, landscapes, vehicles, furniture, and
machines to use, trade, or sell. In addition, to move around  two
different modes are available -    either run and fly or cover long
distances by using the teleport function, to take you straight to any
location in Second Life you have entered as your destination. To allow
for the fact that avatars can fly, many buildings come with open roofs
and permeable walls to facilitate access.
    On your  first visit to SL, you will enter a special welcome island
where you will be provided with the information on the basic rules to
be followed, a few handy hints on places  of interest, a menu, navigation
options etc. Communication in the virtual world occurs via so-called
IMs, instant Messages, or chat, which can be done with few keystrokes.
For added realism, SL has its own economy and a currency referred to
as Linden Dollars (L$). Residents regularly create new goods and
services, and buy and sell them, including land, in this virtual world.
There are also currency exchanges where Residents can exchange
US$ or other real world currencies for L$. The  exchange rate
fluctuates and  as of February ’07, it is  at around L$ 270 to one  US$.
    SL has its own home design magazine, Prim Perfect, published by a
member,   showcasing some of the high-end residences in the virtual
world. But for many others, like most of the residents of Jalisco, a
home is above all a place to relax, entertain friends and experiment
with décor.
    Many of the early residents of  SL have a creative background.
There is a large virtual community of artists and designers. They use
Second Life not only as platform to demonstrate their art from real
life, but also to express themselves and create new (virtual) art.
SL is emerging as a medium to give a new lease of life to patients
suffering from stroke or paralysis, thanks to the Japanese researchers
who have found a way to let people stroll through the virtual world of
Second Life using their own imagination. ‘The technology would
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enable  paralytic patients to communicate with others or do business
through chatting and shopping in a virtual world,’ as per Junichi
Ushiba, associate professor at Keio Univesity’s rehabilitation centre.
    ‘Second Life could motivate patients with severe paralysis, who are
often too depressed to undergo rehabilitation.  If they can see with
their own eyes their characters moving around, it could reinvigorate
their brain activity and restore some functions,’ he added.
    Under the technology, a person wearing head gear embedded with
electrodes, which analyse brain waves in the cerebral motor cortex,
would be able to move a Second Life character forward by thinking
he or she is walking. Imagining movement with the right or left hand
would make the character turn accordingly in the same direction.
    In another exciting application, Second Life has recently emerged
as one of the cutting-edge virtual classrooms for major colleges and
universities, including the Open University (UK), Harvard, Vassar,
Pepperdine, Rice, University College Dublin, Elon University, Ohio
University, Ball State, New York University, University of Houston,
Stanford University, Delft University of Technology etc. Second Life
fosters a welcoming atmosphere for administrators to host lectures
and projects online, selling more than 100 islands for educational
purposes.   Joe Sanchez, a researcher at the University of Texas
evaluated the use of Second Life in education and found that once
students overcome its technical and interface difficulties, they prefer
its social learning activities and find it enjoyable to interact with
other avatars in this virtual world.
    Countries have started opening embassies also in SL, with Maldives
becoming the first country to open an embassy there. Malta, Macedonia
and the Philippines are also planning to open virtual missions in Second
Life. The Maldives’ embassy will be located on Second Life’s
“Diplomacy Island”, where visitors will be able to talk face-to-face
with a computer-generated ambassador about visas, trade and other
issues.   Sweden had become the second country to open an embassy
in Second Life. The Embassy serves to promote Sweden’s image and
culture, rather than providing any real or virtual services.
  Among the more active educators in Second Life are librarians. There
are numerous libraries within what is referred to as the Info Islands.
    Second Life, in spite of its strong presence, has notable competitors,
including There, Red Light Center,  Active Worlds etc. In India,
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Wipro is said to be the first Indian company to establish a virtual
brand presence through its Innovation Isle in Second Life, initially
to use it as a recruitment tool.   Wipro launched phase one of its
multi-phase presence in Second Life, by unveiling its offshore
development centre (ODC) model campus with facilities like client
engagement centres, learning centre,  security desk at the campus
entrance, amphi-theatre,  media hall, basketball and volleyball courts,
office facilities, data centre and a library, all staffed by Wipro’s own
avatars. In later phases, Wipro will use Second Life to collaborate
with customers and partners, host virtual conferences and provide a
mutual platform to promote innovation. In the corporate recruitment
front, Wipro has plans to use its Innovation Isle Island. Prospective
candidates will be able to submit their resume at Wipro’s virtual
campus.  More players from India  would be joining the SL bandwagon
soon, it is told.

By now, Second Life has become a powerful virtual world
and the road ahead appears to bring much more exciting activities,
with India also in the scene.
[For details: www.physorg.com, www.secondlife.com, http://
economictimes.indiatimes.com, other websites]
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    Global warming is a cardinal issue in front of all nations, as its
catastrophic effects affecting the climate will not spare any country,
irrespective of whether it is developed or not.  Conventional efforts

are going on at global level to control
global warming,   mostly by
protecting forests and limiting  fossil
fuel use, to reduce   production of
greenhouse gases like carbon
dioxide. Now  a complementary
approach, from an entirely different
angle, commonly called carbon
sequestration,  which  involves
carbon capture, in the form of
“artificial trees”  and storing this

CO2, is in the horizon to fight global warming.
    Brainchild of  Klaus Lackner, a professor of Geophysics at Columbia
University, this “synthetic tree” is designed to capture and store
massive amounts of CO2 gas. Nearly 90,000 tons of carbon dioxide a
year — roughly the amount emitted annually by15,000 to 20,000 cars
— could be captured by the structure, standing more than 300 feet
tall and 200 feet wide, and  looking like a huge football goalpost with
venetian blinds between its uprights  or a massive fly swatter.
   The tree would extract CO2 from the air using liquid sodium
hydroxide, which is converted to sodium carbonate as wind flows
over it. A series of further chemical reactions,  would draw the carbon
out of the sodium carbonate and turn it into a concentrated form of
carbon dioxide that could be buried.
    In 2006, more than 22 billion tonnes of carbon dioxide was pumped
into the atmosphere. Around  80% of the world’s energy supply still
relies on fossil fuels,  to tackle which  Professor Lackner thinks he
may have found a way in the form of  the synthetic tree, a construction

Artificial Trees

Carbon Sucking to Save the Earth

Technologies
in Horizon
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that mimics the function of natural trees whereby leaves suck  CO2
out of the air flowing over them.
    The CO2 removed from the atmosphere in this way,  could be stored
deep underground both safely and permanently.  Using existing oil
drilling technology, channels thousands of metres deep would be bored
into the sea bed. The carbon dioxide gas would be injected into it,
permeating the surrounding porous rock. At this depth and low
temperature, the carbon dioxide is denser than water and it gets
naturally locked up in the ocean floor,  literally lying there for millions
of years.
   “Just like a real tree, an artificial tree would have a structure to
hold it up - the equivalent of a trunk, probably a pillar,” explains the
professor. “You would find the equivalent of branches which hold up
the leaves.”
    Unlike in a real tree,  where the leaves are spread out because they
have to seek sunshine for the purpose of photosynthesis, the leaves on
an artificial tree could be packed much more tightly.
    Most methods of carbon sequestration involve capturing carbon
dioxide before it enters the atmosphere, such as at power plants. The
synthetic tree promises the advantage of catching carbon dioxide once
it is generated by any source.
    It was Lackner’s teenage daughter Claire  who gave him the
inspiration to tackle CO2 in the atmosphere,  when she was looking
for a school science project. Claire showed she could actually pull
carbon dioxide out of the air by blowing it through a solution of sodium
hydroxide. As explained earlier, when CO2 comes into contact with
sodium hydroxide, it is absorbed, producing a liquid solution of sodium
carbonate,  which, the professor believes, could be piped away to be
stored safely.
    The concept of synthetic trees as “wonderful carbon sinks” is one
of the many geo-engineering methods that has come up to combat
global warming. But it is not without  its detractors. The main argument
is that operating huge farms of synthetic trees is inefficient. The
absorbent surfaces are to be  regularly refreshed because they will very
rapidly fill up with carbon dioxide, which may need lot of energy.
  Though there are such dissenting notes from a section of scientists,
the idea may come handy, if the present efforts to curtail green house
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    An elderly carpenter was ready to retire. He told his employer-
contractor of his plans to leave the house building business and
live a more leisurely life with his wife enjoying his extended family.
He would miss the paycheck, but he needed to retire. They could
get by. The contractor was sorry to see his good worker go and
asked if he could build just one more house as a personal favor.
The carpenter said yes, but in time it was easy to see that his heart
was not in his work. He resorted to shoddy workmanship and used
inferior materials. It was an unfortunate way to end his career.
   When the carpenter finished his work and the builder came to
inspect the house, the contractor handed the front-door key to
the carpenter. “This is your house,” he said, “my gift to you.”
   What a shock! What a shame! If he had only known he was
building his own house, he would have done it all so differently.
Now he had to live in the home he had built none too well.
    So it is with us. We build our lives in a distracted way, reacting
rather than acting, willing to put up less than the best. At important
points we do not give the job our best effort. Then with a shock we
look at the situation we have created and find that we are now
living in the house we have built. If we had realized that we would
have done it differently.
    Think of yourself as the carpenter. Think about your house. Each Think about your house. Each Think about your house. Each Think about your house. Each Think about your house. Each
day you hammer a nail, place a boarday you hammer a nail, place a boarday you hammer a nail, place a boarday you hammer a nail, place a boarday you hammer a nail, place a board, or erd, or erd, or erd, or erd, or erect a wall. Build wiselyect a wall. Build wiselyect a wall. Build wiselyect a wall. Build wiselyect a wall. Build wisely.....
It is the only life you will ever build. Even if you live it for only oneIt is the only life you will ever build. Even if you live it for only oneIt is the only life you will ever build. Even if you live it for only oneIt is the only life you will ever build. Even if you live it for only oneIt is the only life you will ever build. Even if you live it for only one
day morday morday morday morday more, that day deserves to be lived graciously and with dignitye, that day deserves to be lived graciously and with dignitye, that day deserves to be lived graciously and with dignitye, that day deserves to be lived graciously and with dignitye, that day deserves to be lived graciously and with dignity.....
The plaque on the wall says, “Life is a doThe plaque on the wall says, “Life is a doThe plaque on the wall says, “Life is a doThe plaque on the wall says, “Life is a doThe plaque on the wall says, “Life is a do-it-it-it-it-it-yourself pr-yourself pr-yourself pr-yourself pr-yourself project.” Yoject.” Yoject.” Yoject.” Yoject.” Yourourourourour
life tomorrow will be the result of your attitudes and the choices youlife tomorrow will be the result of your attitudes and the choices youlife tomorrow will be the result of your attitudes and the choices youlife tomorrow will be the result of your attitudes and the choices youlife tomorrow will be the result of your attitudes and the choices you
make todaymake todaymake todaymake todaymake today.....

Build it for Yourself!

gas generation do not produce the desired results,  and  the earth is
drifting towards a precarious environmental condition.
[For details: www.columbia.edu, http://news.bbc.co.uk, http://
arstechnica.com/]
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In Forthcoming Issues
‘Walking’ - Your way to good health, better socialization,  and
above all, your contribution to preserve this planet earth
Iron therapy to fight global warming: Oceanographers are
exploring
Salt Tolerant Plants: If fresh water is not available or is
uneconomical, the only option is to plant salt-tolerant
crops. Efforts to develop more salt-tolerant crops  are on.
‘Slow Food’ initiative to counter the ills of ‘Fast Food’
culture

     Transparent transistors to realize ‘e-paper’ using
        nanotechnology

Computer screens: Display colour decides energy saving
potential
RuBee: Next generation of  RFID ( Version 2.0) to  read
around water and metal.
Marine Medicines: The inexhaustible marine resources.

Children are like Kites...
You spend years trying to get them off the ground.
You run with them until you are both breathless.
They crash ... they hit the roof ...
you patch, comfort and assure them that someday they will fly.
Finally, they are airborne.
They need more string, and you keep letting it out.
They tug, and with each twist of the twine,
there is sadness that goes with joy.
The kite becomes more distant,
and you know it won’t be long
before that beautiful creature will snap
the lifeline that binds you together
and will soar as meant to soar
... free and alone.
Only then do you know that you have done your job.

                                                       - Erma Bombeck
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General

Rankings and rank lists are the order of the day. Bribery is a global
phenomenon. It is natural to have a rank list of countries of the world
according to the level of bribery prevailent in them. The transparency
International first published a ranklist of 30 countries based on the Bribe
Payers Index (BPI) computed for each of these countries in October 1999.
It is recomputed every year.

Bribe Payers Index is a measure of how willing a nation appears to
comply with demands for corrupt business practices. It is used to rank the
30 leading exporting countries of the world according to the propensity of
firms with headquarters within their borders to bribe when operating abroad.
The current ranking is based on the responses of 11,232 business executives
from companies in 125 countries to two questions about the business
practices of foreign firms operating in their country, as part of the World
Economic Forum’s Executive Opinion Survey 2006. To assess the
international supply side of bribery, executives are asked about the propensity
of foreign firms that do the most business in their country to pay bribes or
to make undocumented extra payments. The survey is anonymous.

Respondents are asked to answer on a scale of 1 (bribes are common)
to 7 (bribes never occur). In calculating the BPI, the answers are converted
to a score between 0 and 10, and the ranking reflects the average score.
Higher scores reveal a lower propensity of companies from a country to
offer bribes or undocumented extra payments when doing business abroad.

The 30 economies ranked on the BPI have a combined global exports
representing 82 percent of the world total in 2005. Most of the countries in
the survey are members of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD), and are signatories of the OECD Anti Bribery
Convention and the United Nations’ Convention Against Corruption
(UNCAC). Membership was not a selection criterion. Thus, OECD
countries such as Denmark, Finland and Norway are not part of the list,
while non-OECD countries like India, Israel, Singapore and South Africa,
for instance, are included.

Switzerland and Sweden have the highest score of 7.81 indicating the least
corrupt and India (4.62) followed by China (4.94) are indicated as the most
corrupt.

A First Rank

[CGS]
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Shown (l-r) are Jay
W. Summet, PhD
student; James R.
Clawson, research
technician; Gregory

Garlic
A Therapeutic Resurgent

PPPPParentagearentagearentagearentagearentage
   Garlic (Allium sativum) is a member of the Alliaceae (Lily) family
of plants with onions as its close relative. The edible herb most
commonly associated with the name garlic is the bulb of garlic cloves

that is found
underground, below
the leafy, scallion-like
growth.
   Native to central
Asia, garlic is one of
the oldest cultivated
plants in the world
and has been grown
for over 5000 years.
Ancient Egyptians
seem to have been
the first to cultivate

this plant that played an important role in their culture. Garlic was
bestowed with sacred qualities and placed in the tomb of the Pharaohs.
It was also given to the slaves who built the Pyramids to enhance their
endurance and strength. This strength enhancing quality was also
honoured by the ancient
Greeks and Romans
whose athletes ate garlic
before sporting events
and whose soldiers
consumed it before going
to war.
   Garlic was introduced
into various regions
throughout the globe by
migrating tribes and
explorers. By the 6th
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century BC, garlic was known in
both China and India, where it was
used for culinary and therapeutic
purposes. From early days, Garlic got
a reputation as a repellent of
irritants from mosquitoes to
vampires.
   Currently Garlic is cultivated in
most of the countries of the world.
China, South Korea, India, Spain
and the United States are among
the top commercial producers of

garlic. Gilroy, California is referred to as the “Garlic Capital of the
World,” where about 90% of the garlic in USA is grown.
   A garlic bulb is a rhizome composed of 4 to 60 cloves, and can be 4
to 7 cm in diameter. The plant grows to a height of 25 to 120 cm. The
flowers are white with a rose or green cast. The bulbs themselves are
creamy white and may have a purplish hue, as may the paper-like
covering that surrounds the bulb and encloses each clove. Grown as
an annual crop, it  is used in companion planting, to keep pests away
from other plants.

A Spicy FA Spicy FA Spicy FA Spicy FA Spicy Food-mateood-mateood-mateood-mateood-mate

   On the food front, dishes with garlic are delicacies in many countries:
the garlic-spiked sauce from France called aloli, the Italian anchovy
and garlic dip called bagna cauda, the Middle Eastern spread hummus,
Greek Tzatziki
sauce, and garlic
bread, to name a
few. It is also used
in many Italian
sauces, in
Southeast Asian
stir-fries, and
roasted for use as a
spread. There are
garlic jellies,
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pickles and jams, and garlic ice cream.

An Effective MedicineAn Effective MedicineAn Effective MedicineAn Effective MedicineAn Effective Medicine
  On the medicinal and nutritional aspects, Garlic is an excellent
source of manganese.  It is also a very good source of vitamin B6 and
vitamin C, and in addition, garlic is a good source of protein and
thiamin (vitamin B1) as well as the minerals phosphorous, selenium,
calcium, potassium, iron and copper. In addition, garlic also contains
a full array of other nutrients, including carbohydrates, sugar, soluble
and insoluble fiber, sodium, many vitamins, minerals, fatty acids, amino
acids and more in varying proportions.
   Studies have shown that as few as two servings of garlic a week may
help protect against colon cancer. Substances found in garlic, such as
allicin, have been shown to protect colon cells from the toxic effects
of cancer-causing chemicals, and to stop the growth of cancer cells
once they develop. Cooking garlic with meat appears to reduce the
production of carcinogenic chemicals that can occur in meat as a
result of cooking methods, such as grilling, that expose meat to high
temperatures.
 Numerous studies have demonstrated potential benefits of regular
garlic consumption on blood pressure, platelet aggregation, serum
triglyceride level, and cholesterol levels. Routine eating of garlic may
also help stimulate the production of nitric oxide in the lining of
blood vessel walls, which may help to relax them. As a result of these
beneficial actions, garlic can be described as a food that may help
prevent atherosclerosis and diabetic heart disease, as well as reduce
the risk of heart attack or stroke.
   Garlic is a very good source of vitamin C, the body’s primary
antioxidant defender in the bloodstream, where it protects LDL
cholesterol from oxidation. Since it is the oxidized form of LDL
cholesterol that initiates damage to blood vessel walls, reducing level
of oxidation of free radicals in the bloodstream can have a profound
effect on preventing cardiovascular disease.
  Garlic, like onions, contains compounds that markedly reduce
inflammation. These anti-inflammatory compounds along with the
vitamin C in garlic, especially fresh garlic, make it useful for helping
to protect against severe attacks in some cases of asthma and may
also help reduce the pain and inflammationof osteoarthritisand
rheumatoid arthritis. The selenium in garlic not only helps prevent
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heart disease, but also provides protection against cancer and heavy
metal toxicity. Allicin, one of the sulfur-compounds responsible for
garlic’s characteristic odor, is a powerful antibacterial and antiviral
agent that joins forces with vitamin C to help kill harmful microbes.
In research studies,
allicin has been
shown to be effective
against powerful
pathogenic microbes
including tuberculosis
and botulism (a
serious form of food
poisoning caused by
eating preserved food
which has gone bad –
Collins Dictionary).
     An Object ofAn Object ofAn Object ofAn Object ofAn Object of
ResearchResearchResearchResearchResearch
   Over the last few
years, Garlic has
g a i n e d
u n p r e c e d e n t e d
popularity since
researchers have been
scientifically validating its numerous health benefits.The most
potent active constituent in garlic, allicin, has been found to lower
blood pressure, insulin and triglycerides, and to prevent weight gain.
Researchers show that eating garlic appears to boost our natural
supply of hydrogen sulfide. Hydrogen sulfide is actually poisonous
at high concentrations. But the body makes its own supply of the
stuff, which acts as an antioxidant and transmits cellular signals
that relax blood vessels and increase blood flow. The power to
boost hydrogen sulfide production may help explain why a garlic-
rich diet appears to protect against various cancers and heart
problems. Intense research on Garlic continues throughout the
world to discover more about its amazing therapeutic values.
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After every flight, pilots fill out a form, called a gripe sheet
which tells mechanics about problems with the aircraft. The
mechanics correct the problems, document their repairs on
the form, and then pilots review the gripe sheets before the
next flight. Never let it be said that ground crews lack a sense
of humor. Here are some maintenance complaints submitted
by pilots and the solutions recorded by maintenance engineers.
By the way, the airline these came from is the only major airline
that has never, ever, had an accident.

Pilot: Left inside main tire almost needs replacement.
Engineers: Almost replaced left inside main tire.
Pilot: Test flight OK, except auto-land very rough.
Engineers: Auto-land not installed on this aircraft.
Pilot: Something loose in cockpit.
Engineers: Something tightened in cockpit.
Pilot: Dead bugs on windshield.
Engineers: Live bugs on back-order.
Pilot: Autopilot in altitude-hold mode produces a 200 feet
per minute descent.
Engineers: Cannot reproduce problem on ground.
Pilot: Evidence of leak on right main landing gear.
Engineers: Evidence removed.
Pilot: Friction locks cause throttle levers to stick.
Engineers: That’s what friction locks are for.
Pilot: Suspected crack in windshield.
Engineers: Suspect you’re right.
Pilot: Aircraft handles funny.
Engineers: Aircraft warned to straighten up, fly right, and
be serious.
Pilot: Target radar hums.
Engineers: Reprogrammed target radar with lyrics.
Pilot: Mouse in cockpit.
Engineers: Cat installed.
Pilot: Noise coming from under instrument panel. Sounds
like a midget pounding on something with a hammer.
Engineers: Took hammer away from midget
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  Bone  Phones
Ear-free Hearing using Bone-conduction

    A South Korean firm, Pantech,  has developed  a ‘bone-conduction’
mobile phone which will debut soon in Japan on the KDDI network.

B o n e
conduc t i on
means a sound
wave is
c o n d u c t e d
t h r o u g h
people’s skull
by vibration
and further to
inner ear to let
people hear
such that  a
phone doesn’t
require the

use of an ear at all. Bone conduction is how one hears the faint sound
made while scratching one’s head; it’s loud and clear to the scratcher
but others can’t hear it.
   The phone has a bone-conduction speaker attached  to the front of
handset  which users hold to their head to “hear” the conversation. It
is useful for people  in  noisy places such as construction sites, crowded
streets etc.

Weight Gain
‘Weight gain occurs when the body’s energy intake (usually
measured in calories) is greater than its expenditure of energy.
The body has to do something with the excess energy, so it
saves it for a rainy day as fat.’

Info Bits
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Monitoring Jet Engine Bearings
Wireless Sensors  do the Job

  Researchers at Purdue University, jointly  with the U.S. Air Force,
have developed tiny wireless sensors capable of surviving harsh
conditions inside jet engines, to detect when critical bearings are close
to failing and prevent breakdowns.
  The devices belong  to the  emerging technology area,  ‘Micro Electro-
Mechanical Systems,’ or MEMS, which are machines that combine
electronic and mechanical components on a microscopic scale. The
MEMS technology is critical because it needs to be small enough that
it doesn’t interfere with the performance of the bearing itself, and also

   A team of researchers with the U.S. Department of Energy’s  Berkeley
Lab and the University of California at Berkeley have created the first

fully functional radio
from a single carbon
nanotube, 10,000 times
smaller than a human
hair - the smallest radio
ever made.
   The nanotube
vibrates at radio
frequencies to receive
the signal and also
serves simultaneously as
all essential components
of a radio — antenna,

tunable band-pass filter, amplifier, and demodulator. With only a battery
and sensitive earphones, it can pick up AM or FM.  Using carrier
waves in the commercially relevant 40-400 MHz range, the researchers
were able to demonstrate successful music and voice reception.

Nanotube Radio
Now a Reality
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Stem Cells
From New Source

needs to be able to withstand extreme heat in the range of about 300
degrees Celsius.
    The   new sensors can detect impending temperature-induced
bearing failure significantly earlier than conventional sensors.
   In a few years, the sensors could find use in fighter jets and
helicopters and  also can have  potential applications in commercial
aircrafts  and cars.

  Stem cells are generally very early stage cells that have the ability to
turn into other specialised types of cells. For example,  a stem cell can
turn into liver cells, skin cells, nerve cells etc.
  Stem cells are in great demand today to treat diseases. But their
sources are very rare. US  researchers have come up with a new finding
that  men’s testicles  are a rich source of stem cells and so could be
transformed into a wide range of tissue types to help fight diseases.
They say they’ve successfully reprogrammed adult stem cells from the
testes of male mice into a wide variety of cell types, including
functional blood vessels, contractile cardiac tissue, and brain cells.
   If the same can be done with adult testes stem cells from humans,
they may offer a source of new therapies to treat men with health
problems such as heart disease, vascular diseases, diabetes, stroke,
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and even cancer, the researchers said.

I was performing a complete physical, including the visual acuity test.
I placed the patient twenty feet from the chart and began, “Cover
your right eye with your hand.” He read the 20/20 line perfectly. “Now
your left.” Again, a flawless read. “Now both,” I requested. There
was silence. He couldn’t even read the large E on the top line. I
turned and discovered that he had done exactly what I had asked;
he was standing there with both his eyes covered. I was laughing too
hard to finish the exam.

—Dr. Matthew Theodropolous, Worcester, MA
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Our tongue goes numb after we bite a hot chilli or pepper.  Scientists
are exploiting  this capability of chilli peppers to create extreme

numbness for  easing the pain
during surgery. Morphine and its
relatives, so-called opioid
painkillers in use today, are crucial
drugs, having serious side effects
that limit their use. Hence there is
a search for better surgical pain
relief methods, world over.
           The chemical that gives
chilli peppers their severe hotness
or fire  when ingested or applied
topically is  capsaicin (8-methyl-N-
vanillyl-6-nonenamide). The

capsaicin application  promises a one-time dose that works inside the
wound, not body-wide.  An ultra-purified version of capsaicin is used
to avoid infection and the patients being under anesthesia don’t scream
at the initial burn.
   The hope is that bathing surgically exposed nerves in a high enough
dose of capsaicin  will numb them for weeks, so that patients suffer
less pain and require fewer narcotic painkillers as they heal.
   Harvard University researchers are mixing capsaicin with another
anesthetic in hopes of developing epidurals that wouldn’t confine
women to bed during childbirth, or dental injections that don’t numb
the whole mouth. And at the National Institutes of Health, scientists
hope early next year to begin testing in advanced cancer patients a
capsaicin cousin that is 1,000 times more potent, to see if it can  reduce
their intractable pain.
   Yet another case of  nature’s  solution to a vital problem – surgical pain
relief !

Chilli Chemical helps Surgeons
Better Pain Relief
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    The battle for numero uno
position in supercomputing arena

is always there, with the positions
changing quite often from
manufacturer to manufacturer.
While IBM currently dominates
the Top 500 list of
supercomputers,   the new NEC
SX-9 supercomputer being
unveiled now claims to be the
world’s fastest, superceding IBM.
The SX-9 is capable of processing
a peak 839 teraFLOPS, and a

NEC SX-9  Supercomputer
World’s Fastest Now

peak vector performance of 102.4
gigaFLOPS per individual core.

    The SX-9 is made of
individual nodes that can
hold up to 16 of the new
NEC processors each. To
achieve 839-teraflop
performance, NEC has to
build a machine with a total
of 512 nodes that can hold
8,192 processors.
     NEC  expects the SX-9
to be used for a variety of
research projects, including
weather and environmental

forecasting, aerospace
engineering and design, and
fluid dynamics research.
   But even if the new NEC
supercomputer knocks IBM’s off
the list, it might only be a
temporary gain, as IBM and Sun
Microsystems are now
developing machines that aim to
achieve a petaflop, or one
quadrillion calculations per
second.

Efficiency is intelligent laziness.
                        -  David Dunham
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“An estimated 70 percent of antibiotics and related drugs produced
in this country are used for non-therapeutic purposes such as
accelerating animal growth and compensating for overcrowded and
unsanitary conditions on ‘factory farms.’ This translates to ... almost
eight times the amount given to humans to treat disease.”
                              —     Union of Concerned Scientists, USA.
“The ultimate test of man’s conscience may be his willingness to
sacrifice something today for future generations whose words of thanks
will not be heard.”
                            — Gaylord Nelson, co-founder of Earth Day

Conserve

One day, two frogs were enjoying the day in the barn when
they accidently fell into the farmer’s bucket of cream, and they
couldn’t get out. The two frogs kept swimming around to keep
from drowning, and every once in a while they would try to
climb out, but this was becoming very tiring.   One frog kept
saying, “This is useless, we should just give up.” But the other
frog just ignored the comment and kept swimming. Finally, the
pessimistic frog gave up and drowned. The other frog was sad at
the loss of his friend, but he wasn’t going to give up. He kept
swimming and swimming, and, finally, the cream
turned into butter and the frog simply
climbed out.

This story shows that even if we
stumble and others try to
pull us down, we got to
keep on swimming be-
cause, eventually, the
cream will turn into
butter and we’ll make
it out of the pail.

Two Frogs
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Health

‘Stressed’ spelled  backwards is ‘Desserts’‘Stressed’ spelled  backwards is ‘Desserts’‘Stressed’ spelled  backwards is ‘Desserts’‘Stressed’ spelled  backwards is ‘Desserts’‘Stressed’ spelled  backwards is ‘Desserts’
   Back home from office after a day’s hectic work and with some
disturbing feelings accrued over the day, many of us look for some

light eatables  as a relief measure.
It is true of many people to eat
when they feel sad, angry,
hopeless, bored or lonely, to feel
better in the short term. For
example, chocolate influences
the chemicals in the brain that
regulate our mood and we often
feel temporarily relieved after
eating  chocolate. Eating in
response to our emotions,
particularly if we are not hungry,
is known as ‘Comfort Eating.’

   Food items such as bread, cookies, peanuts  and cakes are often
used as relaxants without our even being aware of what has been
happening. Unfortunately, because of the types of food involved,
comfort eating leads to unwanted weight increase, including
associated health problems.
   For those who have found comfort eating as a way of life, it is difficult
to easily overcome it.  In spite of our best intentions ‘never to do it
again’, when the time comes, somehow this determination often  slips
away, as the fundamental issues still remain there to be resolved. In
other words, the issues necessarily are to be tackled in a more
constructive manner, not by quick fixes like comfort eating.
    In our childhood days, when we were sad, biscuits and other
tempting foods  were offered to make us ‘feel better.’ This learned
pattern of using food to feel better has followed many of us into our

Comfort Eating
To Fight Boredom
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In Lighter Vein

How Gullible We Are ?
A student won first prize at a Science Fair for his remarkable work
on studying a “dangerous chemical”. He was attempting to show
how conditioned we have become to alarmists practicing junk
science and spreading fear of everything in our environment. In
his project he urged people to sign a petition demanding strict
control or total elimination of the chemical called “dihydrogendihydrogendihydrogendihydrogendihydrogen
monoxidemonoxidemonoxidemonoxidemonoxide.” And for plenty of good reasons, since:
1. It can cause excessive sweating and vomiting
2. It is a major component in acid rain
3. It can cause severe burns in its gaseous state
4. Its accidental inhalation can kill you
5. It contributes to erosion
6. It decreases effectiveness of automobile brakes
7. It has been found in tumors of terminal cancer patients

He asked 50 people if they supported a ban of the chemical.
43 said yes, 6 were undecided, and only one knew that the chemical
was water.

adult life,  making us  resort to comfort eating when we face emotional
tension
   Identifying the feelings like anxiety, anger, sadness, tension,
disappointment, loneliness, self-hate, deprivation, emptiness, guilt etc
that we use food to deal with,  is the first step in comfort eating-
management.   This is to be followed by  feeling-management steps,
targeted at their root causes.
   There is an economy thriving on comfort eating habits of  people,
whose number is increasing day by day, as modern life is becoming
more and more   stress-ridden. This ‘comfort eating-economy’ is the
mainstay of a large number of establishments making snacks like
biscuits, cookies, cakes, banana and potato chips, etc. whose business
will be affected if a sudden awakening of the ill-effects dawn on the
people.
[Fordetails: www.comforteating.com/, www.hypnosisdownloads.com,
www.hypnosis.me.uk]
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Professor Philosopher
Philosophy is viewed as the study or creation of theoriesPhilosophy is viewed as the study or creation of theoriesPhilosophy is viewed as the study or creation of theoriesPhilosophy is viewed as the study or creation of theoriesPhilosophy is viewed as the study or creation of theories

about the nature of existence, knowledge, thought, etc. Theseabout the nature of existence, knowledge, thought, etc. Theseabout the nature of existence, knowledge, thought, etc. Theseabout the nature of existence, knowledge, thought, etc. Theseabout the nature of existence, knowledge, thought, etc. These
theories explain how people should live and behave for a normaltheories explain how people should live and behave for a normaltheories explain how people should live and behave for a normaltheories explain how people should live and behave for a normaltheories explain how people should live and behave for a normal
existence of the world. Philosophy defines a set of beliefs orexistence of the world. Philosophy defines a set of beliefs orexistence of the world. Philosophy defines a set of beliefs orexistence of the world. Philosophy defines a set of beliefs orexistence of the world. Philosophy defines a set of beliefs or
an attitude to life that guides somebodyan attitude to life that guides somebodyan attitude to life that guides somebodyan attitude to life that guides somebodyan attitude to life that guides somebody’s behaviour’s behaviour’s behaviour’s behaviour’s behaviour.....

A professor of philosophy stood before his Philosophy class
and explained the meaning of human life to the students using
some items in front of him. When the class began, wordlessly, he
picked up a very large and empty glass jar and filled it with golf
balls. He then asked the students if the jar was full. The students
agreed that it was. The professor then picked up a box of pebbles
and poured them into the jar. He shook the jar lightly. The pebbles
rolled into the empty areas between the golf balls. He then asked
the students again if the jar was full.  They agreed it was. The
professor next picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar.
He again shook the jar lightly till the sand filled up the remaining
empty space. He asked the students again, if the jar was full. The
students responded with a unanimous “yes”. The professor then
produced a cup of coffee from under the table and poured the entire
contents into the jar, effectively filling the empty space between
the sand. He repeated his question. The students burst into laughter.

“Now,” said the professor, as the laughter subsided, “I want
you to recognize that this jar represents your life. The golf balls are
the most important things in your life: God, your family, your
children, your health, your friends, and your favorite passions. If
everything else was lost and only they remained, your life would
still be full. The pebbles are the other things that matter, like your
job, your house, and your car. The sand is everything else  - the
small stuff. If you put the sand into the jar first,” he continued,
“there is no room for the pebbles or the golf balls. The same goes
for life. If you spend all your time and energy on the small stuff, you
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Solving puzzles helps to
improve  concentration.
Fill each row, column and
3 x 3 grids in bold borders
with each of the digits
from 1 to 9 using
reasoning.          [BNN]

[Solution in page 43]

(Hard)(Hard)(Hard)(Hard)(Hard)

will never have room for the things that are important to you. Pay
attention to the things that are critical to your happiness. Play
with your children. Take time to get medical checkups.Take your
partner for an outing. There will always be time to clean the house
and fix the disposal. Take care of the golf balls first, the things that
really matter. Set your priorities. The rest is just sand.”

One of the students raised her hand and inquired what the
coffee represented. The professor smiled. “I’m glad you asked. It
just goes to show you that no matter how full your life may seem,
there is always room for a cup of coffee with a friend.”
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Annual Subscribers
An Appeal

Executive Knowledge Lines (EKL) has successfully moved
to the third year of publication, riding on the wings of unstinted
support extended by you all, our valued readers. For many, EKL is a
‘Collector’s Item’, as we could understand from the requests pouring
in from readers for back volumes. We take it as an approval of the
publishing model we have introduced for the first time in the country
– BrBrBrBrBrevityevityevityevityevity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, Authenticity, and Simplicity in Knowledge, and Simplicity in Knowledge, and Simplicity in Knowledge, and Simplicity in Knowledge, and Simplicity in Knowledge
Dissemination.Dissemination.Dissemination.Dissemination.Dissemination.

For our growth we look forward to the continued support
from readers like you by renewing the subscriptions( most of you
would have done it, we are sure) and also spreading the message of
EKL to like-minded readers, who can appreciate such an initiative,
away from the regular kind.
May we solicit your help?
With best wishes
Editorial Team, EKL
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Books Scan

    The forest is a huge ‘green
engine’, using sunlight to make
sugars that enable plants and
trees to grow, and continuously
replenishing the oxygen without
which  all animals would die.
Plants and trees are in a constant
battle of chemical warfare
against attack by viruses,
bacteria  and animals.  But they
also co-operate with other
organisms in  symbiotic
relationships  such as those with
the birds  that eat their fruits and
spread the seeds far and wide.
    Unless we, the human race, act
now, we risk going down in history
as the species that spent all our
time monitoring our own
extinction – and  the destruction
of the world’s fragile ecosystems
– rather than preventing it.  The
book catalogues some of what
would be lost.
      The book also gives a
message of hope: it is not yet too
late to avert environmental
catastrophe, not yet too late to
cease – and begin reversing
humankind’s  destructive impact,

 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘Our FOur FOur FOur FOur Fragile Wragile Wragile Wragile Wragile World’orld’orld’orld’orld’
The Beauty of a Planet under
Pressure
Book by: Troth Wells and Caspar
Henderson
Published by: Thames & HudsonThames & HudsonThames & HudsonThames & HudsonThames & Hudson

not yet too late to prevent the
extinction of the Bengal and
Siberian tigers, snow leopard,
coral reef etc. Tourist hunters may
pay $30,000 to shoot a lion, it is
heard.
Tony Juniper of Friends of the
Earth, says:
‘We have reached the critical
moment in history when we  must
urgently decide  what relationship
we will have with the planet that
sustains all known life. Will we
continue with our short-sighted
plunder, or will we take the
positive steps  necessary to secure
our common future?’
 Highlights of Contents: Highlights of Contents: Highlights of Contents: Highlights of Contents: Highlights of Contents:

The world we find; the world
we make
PPPPPart One - The Inheritanceart One - The Inheritanceart One - The Inheritanceart One - The Inheritanceart One - The Inheritance

Fire & transformation
The seas
Forest & swamp
Mountains & polar regions
Managed lands

PPPPPart  Tart  Tart  Tart  Tart  Two – The Legacywo – The Legacywo – The Legacywo – The Legacywo – The Legacy
People, City Life
Climate change
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People now have more choices
than ever before – but are they
any happier? There is evidence
to suggest that many are
drowning under the weight of
their responsibilities  and losing
confidence  in their ability to
juggle more and more tasks.
The book presents a couple  with
a five year old child, who on the
surface  appear a happy and
successful pair.
But their relationship is
beginning to stagnate  and their
confidence in their life together
– and each other -  is starting to
crumble, until an unsolicited text
message on the mobile asks a
searching question. This is
followed by more such messages
questioning their   behaviour and
values. A series of remedies is
then devised for their growing
problems. Together, with the help
of  15 such text messages, they
create new ways to build self
confidence – rules that anyone
can apply to their own lives with
similar results.

‘‘‘‘‘Are YAre YAre YAre YAre You Good Enough?’ou Good Enough?’ou Good Enough?’ou Good Enough?’ou Good Enough?’
 From Crisis to Confidence in 15
Text Messages
Book by: Bill McF Bill McF Bill McF Bill McF Bill McFarlan andarlan andarlan andarlan andarlan and
DrDrDrDrDr. Ale. Ale. Ale. Ale. Alex Yx Yx Yx Yx Yellowleesellowleesellowleesellowleesellowlees
Published by:
Capstone  Publishing LtdCapstone  Publishing LtdCapstone  Publishing LtdCapstone  Publishing LtdCapstone  Publishing Ltd

Contents:Contents:Contents:Contents:Contents:
Are you hungry for love?
Are you good enough?
Is your emotional bank

balance in the red?
Who are the bullies in your

life?
Who are you pruning back to

promote healthy growth?
Have you lost your bearings?
Are you heading north-east?
Who are your role models?
Who are you parenting?
How are you coping with

change?
What do your words say about

you?
How are you at solving your

problems?
Are you acting  ‘as if’ ?
Does your mind work for you?
Good enough!

 [Courtesy: British Library[Courtesy: British Library[Courtesy: British Library[Courtesy: British Library[Courtesy: British Library,,,,,
TTTTTrivandrum]rivandrum]rivandrum]rivandrum]rivandrum]
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Journals Scan

 This issue presents ‘Outlook
2008’,  an annual round up of
thought-provoking forecasts,
like:

Biobutanol, an advanced
biofuel made from wheat, corn,
sugarcane, and other agricultural
feed stocks, will gain popularity
over ethanol, on account of its
advantages like,  the energy
content  of biobutanol is closer
to that of gasoline,  less corrosive,
and it can be distributed through
the existing infrastructure.

Quantum computers, that use
spinning electrons rather than
today’s  silicon chips, raising the
prospect of infinite processing
power,  will arrive by 2020.

Golbalisation and
technological innovation will
lead to a world with a billion
millionaires  by 2025, but  acute
water shortage will also affect
two-thirds of world population
then.

Currency counterfeiters  are
now having a heyday, with the
availability of new, sophisticated
optical technologies. To face this
menace,  societies are

‘‘‘‘‘The FThe FThe FThe FThe Futuristuturistuturistuturistuturist’’’’’
Forecasts, Trends, and Ideas about
the Future
Nov. - Dec. 2007

increasingly moving towards
cashless societies.
Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:Highlights of other Contents:

Is the United Sates bound for
collapse?

Imperial parallels
Is Western civilization in the

midst of  a historic decline?
A practical step toward world

peace
Tracking government

performance
Is clean coal feasible?
Rise in number of skin cancer

cases

Solution to EKL15 Sudoku

 [Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info-----CentreCentreCentreCentreCentre
Library]Library]Library]Library]Library]
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‘IEEE Spectrum‘IEEE Spectrum‘IEEE Spectrum‘IEEE Spectrum‘IEEE Spectrum’’’’’
The Magazine of Technology
Insiders
September  2007

 A new model  of energy-efficient
building, that uses zero electricity,
produces zero carbon dioxide (z-
squared) and  is also a comfortable
workplace,  is shaping up in US.
The first ever office building to
be built this way to house the
office of  Integrated Design
Associates , San Jose, USA, has
skylights and special windows
with glasses which allow visible
light through but blocks infrared
and ultraviolet light, to keep the
office cool. For heating and
cooling, geothermal heat pump is
employed, which takes advantage
of the fact that some point below
the surface, the ground remains
a constant 10 degree C all year
round. In North California, this
point is only 1.8 metres below the
ground. In addition, photovoltaic
solar panels of  30 kW capacity
are installed, to meet all the
energy needs during the day time.
The ultimate aim of  David
Kaneda, the owner of the
building, is to win the Green
Building Council’s approval as a
Platinum Building. Currently,

only 40 Platinum buildings are
there in the whole of US.
(Details elsewhere in this issue)
Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:Highlights of Contents:

Lithium-ion Batteries to Auto-
battery Market

Underwater Robot to explore
ultimately the  watery Moon of
Jupiter

An ARPA for Energy
India Start-ups Lure Venture

Cash
How Greece handled the Cell

phone hack, and kudos for Rail-
gun research

Scalable Quantum Computer
Nanoparticles without

Macroproblems

 [Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info[Sources : EKL Info-----CentreCentreCentreCentreCentre
Library]Library]Library]Library]Library]
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New IdeasNew IdeasNew IdeasNew IdeasNew Ideas
Mobile Assistance for ShoppingMobile Assistance for ShoppingMobile Assistance for ShoppingMobile Assistance for ShoppingMobile Assistance for Shopping
         In a large shopping mall, an enabled mobile phone will help me
to locate shop(s) selling the items I am looking for. I will speak into
the phone and it will link with the WiFi hot spot and GPS to guide
me to the shops, starting from the most near. Once inside the shop, it
will lead me to the rack.
WWWWWireless Pireless Pireless Pireless Pireless Personal Monitorersonal Monitorersonal Monitorersonal Monitorersonal Monitor
        A pendant like wireless device (master) to be worn on the body
and entered with the details of other items like wallet, laptop, mobile
phone, hand bag etc (also wireless-enabled using its slave units) which
are kept within a known distance. If some one like a thief tries to flick
it away, we should be alerted immediately, before he moves away with
it.
WWWWWater Fater Fater Fater Fater Filter Strawilter Strawilter Strawilter Strawilter Straw
      A straw incorporated  with water filter ingredients,  small  in size
like a pen and to be used to drink water safely through it. It will come
handy when served with   water for drinking, the quality of which is
not known.

Let Your Creative Ideas Bloom
The purpose of  this  column is  to   bring out   original and creative

ideas from readers  for consideration by  researchers or entrepreneurs
for development as products, systems or services for the benefit of the
society. Simplicity of operation, usage of minimum resources – materials,
energy, human effort etc - and speedy conversion from ‘concept to
consumer’  should be kept in focus while proposing ideas which should
be truly original.

In case any of the ideas given in EKL are already in use, kindly
inform us. e-mail your  ideas to:  eklines@gmail.com, giving address,
e-mail ID, phone no. etc. Alternatively, ideas may be sent by post  to
EKL office:

Attention: Knowledge Executive, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi
Road, Trivandrum 695 035, India.

TTTTTearable High Denomination Notesearable High Denomination Notesearable High Denomination Notesearable High Denomination Notesearable High Denomination Notes
                A high denomination currency note   with suitable
perforations to tear off  and use as  half or quarter value notes in
emergency situations. For e.g.,  a 100-rupee note can be torn off to
produce  two 50-rupee value notes or four 25 rupee value notes!![HB]

Wishlist
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The Last Word

We shall do much in the years to come,
but what have we done today?
We shall give our gold in a princely sum,
but what did we give today?
We shall lift the heart and dry the tear,
We shall plant a hope in the place of fear,
We shall speak the words of love and cheer
but what did we speak today?
We shall be so kind in the after while,
but what have we been today?
We shall bring each lonely life a smile,
but what have we brought today?
We shall give to truth a grander birth,
And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,
We shall feed the hungering souls of earth,
but whom have we fed today?
We shall reap such joys in the by and by,
but what have we sown today?
We shall build us mansions in the sky,
but what have we built today?
‘It’s sweet in idle dreams to bask,
but here and now do we do our task?
Yes, this is the thing our souls must ask,
“What have we done today?    Author Unknown

Today What?

‘The only justification for ever looking down on
somebody is to pick them up.’

-  Jesse Jackson
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General Medicine

Cardiology
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General Surgery
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Centre for excellence
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Painless Delivery
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At Lords patient is the Lord
For further information please visit www.lordshospital.org
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